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Federal system in any mmtry is widitionad teg 
historical forces* Federalism * is a product of liberal thinking 
it applied the ‘relative* freedom of individual to the

*
•relative* freedom of organisation territorial entity** * Indian 
federalism is such influenced lay ‘unity in diversity * with 
the hedsode on which Indian federalism is laid* India is a 

country in which we find a * variety of races# creeds end
languages incapable to fee fused in to a nation* «

Federalism alm establish®® a dual polity which is*
essentially pluralistic in nature and in every federal
institutions express the federal nature of s&simfcy* wfhQ
varying degrees of federalism are produced iy society in
which the pattern of diversity varies,, nod in Which the
desands for the protection and articulation of diversities

3have been urged with inure or Imm strength *

1# Indian Political Science dourml#vol*111 # 1363#' ‘Article 
in Constitutions &' constitutional ‘frond® since iferld 
mr IS# pp.211-213*

2# KUtserJi P*S*# ‘fetiofialigm in Indian Culture * «&@lhi«
1957# Faseira# p»17«

3* Political Science Quarterly# ‘fetus® ©f Federalism*#
V©1.67# 153# p*78*
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India is a egoold country having its origioas with 
a very rich history* inaia * though achieved iade$*ndence# 
independence was built-up by harnessing the forces of

4regionalism** * Regionel diversities baaed upon linguistics 
and cultural distinctiveness baa been and is since past to 
present the ruling factor of Indian politics* Regional entities 
drive their strength always from * the strength of age# of 
roots deep in the triumphs and hucdlitione of a venerable

fthistory* • Suery emperor in India during hia region has 
built and used efforts of creating a strong centralised State 
but these attempts have been a failure*

Both "Geography and History# have always stood-oufc
against any jttsnaneat merger of regional units in India* *

#

The influencing factor for the growth of regional factor for 
the growth of regional feelings influenced by geography* 
big rivers# deep forest# vast deserts and different soil 
conditions* These factors have Segme$$ted into many territorial 
layers and this have also had a lasting influence on the

M*. #|Ml dOM* *N* *** #* jMAMh*i^* ®^Bf **^ *B# W *V *1SB *B#B ^H# **« *■*

4* Report of the States Reorganisation eomraiaoloa*F#38*
S* Seling 6.Harrison, Xndia-^he Most bangerous a©ead@s, 

8onbay« Oatfprd University Press# l$60#p* 12*
6* Anal Ray# inter Governmantal Relations in India*

Asia# Bombay# 1366* p.i€*
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emirate and development of Indian history and politics*
"She course of Indian history like that of other countries 
in the world is alm$s detonated by geography* * B&cb of 
the territorial units into which the hand o£ nature divides 
the country# has a distinct story of its own* The intersection 
of the land by deep rivers and winding chains flashed by sandy 
deserts or impenetrable forests# fostered a spirit of isolation 
and left the country under the snail political and even social 
units Whose divergences were accentuated by the infinite 
variety of local conditions** .

Besides this# the Indian sub-continent was the centre 
of one of the oldest civilisations# Indian history has three 
iaaisi periods namely the Hindu period which bfegan soon after 
the Aryans introduced thesaselvss to India# the &uslira period 
and the British period* ihcft of these periods have left behind 
& great impact on Indian history# "Xngpite of the diversity of 
of India and iuany divisive forces which have stood in idle way 
of political unification in til© past# India has shown a basic

7# For the influence of geography on Indian history# refer 
K^fiaalkkar’e Geographical Factors in Indian History# 
Chapter 11 and VZ, Bharatiya* Bcsrfeay# 1967#p*67»

8# mychoudhary H«C»| A Advanced History of India# Bwrtoay# 
23&c£&llia»# Fart X# p*S*



unity iturougbout the msxburlm which has suwived invasion*
and mrs and deeastsellslng tendencies* • Even when
&«fopu wrote the f&ai&nting bock 4Ibo Eiscavery of India*#
Is isuch influenced by this thorns in his book* Jttftza had a
deep insist and knowledge of the Indian history# and these#
views had a great impact on his mind# aeesnfcraliaation has
always been present right since the period of ancient India
which shows that India did hmm a decora tic tradition# MI
these forces in a federal society have in themselves the
image of masked social diversities# M,2here is no such country**
India is a name which we give 'to a great region including

10saultitude of different countries* #

the difference between the countries of' Europe are 
undoubtedly seller than those betneon the countries of 
India* Beottlaad is more like Spain than Bengal is like the 
Punjab* *. it is probable that not less than fifty language®# 
which may rightly be called separate# ara spoken in India* 
file diversities of religion and race are as wife in India 
as in Europe#»« Ihara are no countries in civilised Europe' 
in which the people differ so much as the loan of Madras 
differs fsoia the Sikh# and the languages of asmtheya Indie

9* Palmer 1>+Ktocm&» She Indian Political system, feorgre 
Mien & Unwin# tendon,1961# p#l£*

10* sir i%eaehey fehn# Xndia-lte Administration and Ingress# 
3rd Ed## iondon,19G3# p#2»
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are as unitelligiMe in Lahore as thsy would b© in London* 
h native of Calcutta is as much a foreigner in %lhi or

ijFeshwar as an Englishman is a foreigner In Boros or Baris'*'**

She diversity of India# as dawaharlal titehsu @1served,
*4s* tremsiKtous* it is obvious i lies on the surface and

isanybody can see it* * Saikiag India as a whole# her society 
is essentially federal in nature* and Its heterogeneous 
qualities are clearly ir&nifegted.

Linguistic and cultural particularism* expressed 
broadly through historically integrated geographical units* 
constitute the roost powerful centrifugal forces in India 
which have always acted as a check on any laoy&ae&t towards 
imtari&aisni* Th© flowering of regional literatures through 
remaifcable development of regional languages* reflecting 
the eharaeterstie spirit of regional cultures* created a 
consciousness of regionalism* This regional conselouness 
In its devotion to the greater cause of freedom* was no 
doubt considerably subdued during the days of India’s 
struggle for freedom* But off and on it found expression 
through an articulate demand for regional autonomy as a 
necessary means of preserving regional partlculaiclsms*
«a an aw •* as -as se «• *■» as ep* a» we «* «*t «w me aw ee jw as safe «e sr awes ee

11. Ibid*
12* Hafcm tf&wharlal# Xh» discovery of India* Bombay*

Asia* XVth Ed*# 1964* p.48.
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Ihc conflicting social forces in India. engaged in 
competition for aseeiriehey charted divergent pull® pressure* 
ob the drafting o£ the coi^bitutioa and shape4 the fossa and 
pattern of Indian federalism in varying degrees# In view 
of the s&j^ed regional diversities broadly baaed upon 
IX&guetice and cultural distinctiveness. the founding fathom 
of India's constitution bad no choice but to frains a federal 
constitution.

St?re careful observers have ofcourse shown a coraaandable
awareness of the fact that there is an essential unity in

13diversity in the Indian peniitusula as- a whole * Asslr 
Herbert iUsley assarts that®

* beneath the mnifold diversity of physical and 
social type, language, custom and religion, which 
strikes the observer, there can still be observed* • • 
a certain underlying uniformity of life from the 
Himalaya# to cape camorisu Tmm is. in fact, an 
Indian character, a general Indian personality which 
wo cannot resolve into its component elements****

13* Report of the Indian Statutory commission. voi.II. 
Calcutta. 1930. p.lG*

14# Eepocfc of the a&ptu Genroittee.Bombay. 1946.p»94.



India** undoubted diversity Ms# during the past three 
thousand years# eo-Htasisted with the concept of the whole 
country as a single wilt* fitofe only Mb India been * Indisputably 
a geographical unit* but it has also been a single cultural 
entity which baa tended to end has often succeded in achieving 
prolonged spells of political unity* As Pan43d?ar has put it#
* th© cultural concept of Asyavarta had its ©on©3sitant in 
the political conception of Shasvatvarsha aa a single political 
dosatnioa* Shis conception had been formulated and accomplished 
during the period of this great Mandas and Hauryus and was 
never lost again and remised a dusdnant factor in Hindu 
Political thlaking^*

t

Kautily&*s no4dh* of universal sovereignty extending 
to the four quarter# (Chatur^nta) and the Mauxye and the 
Oupta conception of fifeaueat Chahmvartia ©w&odied the objective 
of tins 'political unification if Xndia^*

According to Bajendru Prasad# it was under the spell 
of this ideal that immtf invader# conqueror aud ©spomr of 
India# leather during the Hindu period or HUsllm rule# has
e#we«ee«#Meeeee«eeett^*eeeeeee«e

IS* PanHiSsar K*H«# The beter«oining Periods of Indian 
History# Bombay# £hartiya#l96S#p*S*

IS* Muteerje &•*£## Ancient India# Allahabad# Indian Press# 
p*UG*



accosting!# attesnptad with vaiyisg success to extend his

eapire to the Whole of this couatry*## it ha© been the
snfeitloa of every ruler to bring the Whole of it under
his suzerainty if not tinier Ms direct rule###. The British
Qmmtmmnt has ©My followed the ageold practice of Hindu
CMeravrtins and '&mltem &iperors in gaining Suzerainty

11over the whole of his country14*

She structure Of the B&uryias) empire provided the
archetype of a political organisation towards which Indie
constantly# .though not always successfully# tended# She
empire inclined seise protorates*.* and therefore autonomous

ifiprincipalities within its hounds# in its organisation the
empire m# an antithesis of the centralised *Boman. empire#
it was# in fact of a * feudal type1' in which the internal

toautonomy ©f the various regions was respected# Provincial
Governors under British Rule in indie writes ftlt&er fenjoyed
considerable autonony* lifce the provincial Governors of

the Bast India Company# before the Regulating Act of 1773#
20m mm time find them declaring their own peace* *

4fle e^e me -ee me am e# ee> -me sis me 4Hh 4M set -sis we me ee me ee ee ee ee me ee- em ee op >we ee ee

17* Prasad Bajeadra# India divided# 3rd Id*# Bombay# 1947#p*67* 
18# Prasad Beni# iheory and Government in Ancient Indie# 

Allahabad# 1923# p«192«
If* Ibid.,p*286*

20* Altdfcar &*s##.&iate & Ocvermaent in Ancient lssdla#aelhi# 
hotilstl B5nareidasa#1967#p*203#
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as^hasisiag the respect shown to local autonomy, Alttfoar
Is strode by what he regards as a parallel between ancient
Indian polite and ‘our present ideal of a strong and united

21India with full autoneuy for the states**

'-The informal territorial federalism that characterised 
the ancient Indian empire, was the political counterpart 
of the entrenched federalism of the Hindu Society as such* 
la this society, social as well as political' organisation 
wm based on the group** family village ceainunity, - end 
various ether similar corporations and' not on the individual*

According to- Bedha Kumud Hu&erjl, it was th3--prisciplo of
construction that minimised the friction and collision of*

atomic units and helped to harmonise the parts in and thresh 
22the whole* • It was thus, dual territorial and social federa

lism which ambled the Hindu society to preserve its identity 
despite long periods of foreign domination in subsequent ages.
‘Centralisation*, as CTaisw&l lias rightly observed, *vas against

23the genius of the race**

She regional diversities having abiding roots in history 
reveal the essentially federal nature of Indian society, and
w«i> ••*>*•*«» w *>• MM *•«*•*«••• «K«* *»**'••*«» aw w> *». m *#*• «y «•

21* Xhia#,p#3?G*
22* i-iukerji B*<c*#op«cit*p»9g«

23# J&lswnl. R*P*,Hindu Polity, 3rd AX»#Bangalore* 195S,p#34t*
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these constituted the most powerful centrifugal pressure, 
at the time of constitution making.

Apart from marked cultural varieties, the other factor, 
which weighted heavily with the constitution makers in their 
preference for a federal constitutional structure, it is the 
size of Indian Union. From the snowy heights of the north 
down to the coasts of the Southern Peninsula India is a big 
country with an area of 12,59,797 square miles. CJnitarianism 
in a country of this size is administratively inexpedient; 
a big country characterised by wide local variations should 
not admit of exact administrative standardization imposed 
from a single centre. Further, as Amal.Ray observed in this 
sense ‘any experiment with unitarianism in a country of

24such size and variety would have ended in a cruel failure. 
Besides, even from the defence point of view, federal structure 
was inescapble,. Justice P.N.Sapru saids

" our founding fathers wisely did not establish for 
this country a completely unitary Government in which 
there was no distribution of soveriegnty among the 
various units composing it. Any such attempt would have

24. Ray Ansal, Inter Governmental Relations, Asia, 
Publishing House, Bombay,1966,p.12.
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cossspletely broken down as India is too vast country 
to fee governed m a completely unitary State*#25

It is ciiaracterstic feature of Simla's political geography 
that lingusti© groups axe fey and large Identified with distinct 
territorial units# Die formation of provinces on the basis 
Of this identify of language and geographical areas would 
have been Justified on the ground of federalism# Instead# 
provincial 'boundaries were determined fey historical accident 
administrative exigencies or strategic considerations# Die 
result mm that mst provinces grew to fee uradLeldy and

oheterogeneous and some of them presented features * revelling
1in their heterogeneity India herself I

'10 goat© the states reorganisation coraaisaion# that 
for the formation of provinces has been mainly governed fey 
considerations of administrative convenience and econoniy and 
fey reasons of military strategy and security* *• Administrative 
convenience itself require compact units with some measure 
Imogen Ity* In mom cases# therefore# various factors 
conducive to the growth of natural units operated in the 
background# Uiey were# however# subordinated to the prime

egoonsidemtions of edsdnistrative and military exigencies#

IS# bougies William 0«# He the dodges# Mien Jamas# London#p*38# 
26# Deport of the States Re-organisation Commission# 1955#

p.20.
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In hi# boolc Curtis has assessed tba view# that if 
*the province# of India were to bo true and effective unit# 
of self«^®werniwmt# they moat bo based on unity of language* 
r&eci and religion# He mentioned that the existing province# 
note for the ®n#t part'artificial creation# Of a paternal 
and highly centralised government which ha# its stain spring# 
in i&iglaad# turner he felt that# if the area# of provincial 
government ere too large# an ix&aemn unity 1# imposed on the 
too widely different defiant# effaced with presently demand

2Bto he sub-divided into smllexr sei£~govsrning unit#* Curtis 
further wrltef

•can we really look forward to m united states of India 
within the British coiufionwealth# under which §&nd and 
Canare* speaking people are tied and bound into the same 
self-governing unit as the Merathas ? km not the 
Karatha# themselves entitled to a state such as will 
perpetuate the tradition# of the fameu^ coKonnity 'i Are 
the tmi 1 and ?J3elugu people of Kadras- to he given no 
separate institution# of their own ? Are the Oriya* to 
he left dispersed anxmgst three > provinces# the largest

• «*< W'W'M'MwawtiMtWMr'W » • # • nt •

ay* Curtis Honor# letters to the People of India on
fiaspomlbl* Qomxmmnt*# London# Allen oases# 1918# p#68*

2o. Ibid.
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section being left under ths permanent doirdnition 
of the people Of Dihar f 30 base responsible govern-* 
msnt out such units, is mt only to ignore the experience 
of other dominions but to violate the principles for 
which ms ere fighting in this m fbu cannot base’ 
responsiibl* government on units evolved on principles 
which axe the anti-thesis of that system# t’ou cannot 
graft figs on thorn grapes ©a thistles**2^

In this way, the growth of decentralisation and 
destperacy strengthened the geographical and social imperatives 
of Indian federalism# Ths initiation of provincial autonomy 
in 1921, in however, guiding assure, was but a step on the 
road to a fullpledge federal set-up in the country*

In a predominantly religious country like Indian 
* tradition* is often a part of religious ritual* The native 
symbols and techniques, picked by OanShajl in effect, were 
by and large, the symbols and techniques of his own social

31stratum, the 'Sanatanist Hindus* • itiile these symbols 
succeeded in creating an increasing sense of identification 
with the national smwmnt among the Hindus •'fhaiy also helped 
to alienate the articulated ixm«Hindu social group* from the 
Congress fold*32

29* ibid., p* 73.
30* American Journal of Sociology, Vol.64, July, 195B,p.l-S.
31* Oeorgo Boson, Hsnoeracy & Economic €hang© In Indie, Vox* fc 

Co.Ltd. , Bosbay,1966, p#64 •
32# Gandtatfl & the Minorities, ’Indian Express*,0ctober 2nd, 1969*
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this right serve as one of the ©xplainattoas to the
Ybaffling <|usry m to why# inapite of his pronounced secular-

ism sM humanism# Geadhjjji iand therefore# the Congress# draw
33their overwhelming support from the Hindus ?• Ihe Muslims#

according to Sir Muhammad Igpaal# demanded federation because ■
It is piWHSioiasatlV’ a solution of India *s most difficult
problem* the cotsmarml problem **• ihe unity of India must
bo sought in the negation but is the harmony and cooperation 

Mof the mny*

From Iqbal*s view# the Indian Muslims formed a distict
political entity mm unitary £|& of gowusnaefit is simply
unthirfeabl© in a self governing India* «hat is called 

6> - "*rssidtisy powers* must be left entirely to self governing
states# the Central federal States exercising only those
power* which ere expressed in it by the free consent of
federal-state * «*5 $he policy of Muslims leaders was accordingly#
directed towards the creation of as many as provinces with
Muslim majorities as possible end getting a ’large share in
the federal or central Indian government by virtue of the

3gawriber of Muslim majority provinces#
*9* -e* ess #si»#siie«e«s«#e»«s«i(s»9»e>e»«e»<ee»s» *» e e e e # • «

33# She Indian Journal of Political Science#Vol*30#
* Mo«2# ApxiX«-June# 1969#pp*103-104 *

34* Mitre's Indian Annual Segister, voi»1X#p#342*
33* Ibid*# 1936# 0p*eit##p#34{»«
36# Sfoasim B«M«*lndiim Fed»mtion*3snbay*A@ia#1933#p«236*
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Another factor which went into the making of fmaadatioas 
of Indiaei federalism* was Kim position of Princely states 
in tits 2ndiaa system as It developed under a British nils 
and growiagly left the need to bring them into some sort 
of organic relationship with the rest of India*

She imperial Gasettar of India described the 562 large 
and small f3%tive* States consisting of *territories* in 
India not being within His l%jesty*s domination* yet under 
his suzerainty** these states were created or maintained by 
the British as polity allies# islands of feudal autonomy 
* scattered like tecias in debatable territory*’"* $© use a 
phrase employed by StighbrocSe' Williams «• but politically end 
ccnstitikomlly shading apart fro® * British India** The 

relationship between the Princely States and the Government 
of India ms neither international nor constitutional*

Again# *the control exercised by the government of India 
ms over the States could not be said to rest on a federal 
basis*# While the precise limit of pararaouataey ms never 
precisely defined** * The general policy of the govemtaont
«*«»•» «a» +*4&-m**»m+’m**m** «SM«r«^*»4«iMic»M>«ii'«»««e»4»iwae«(6«i

37* Philips H*C*t me XKsperial Gasatter of India* London# 
1948* p*126*

36* Butt R*F*# A Guide to the Problem o£ I«dla*hanieha 
Gmathyalaya # Calcutta# 1942# p*96 *

39* Haksar K*H*#an& Fanikar K*24»# Federal India*Allied* 
eoKsh&y# 1930*p*33 •
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of India met to leave tha States alone in the tmmgmmot. 

of their internal affairs and to limit intervention to 
oases of grose Kalado&nistratioa and serious revolts in 
the States concerned* fsaharajfa of Bikaner said that*

** in entering into eng form of federation# m are
naturally anxious to safeguard# ourselves and not
to agree to anything endangering the future existences
of the States or Jeopardising their internal sever! **
gnity and autoansg# or the due rights of their subjects#
except whet we might here agree voluntarily to surrender

40in the cosmsn interest*

further the tfnhasaja points that the whole idea of
federation had arisen quicker than most people excepted
end therefore# it ma difficult to make-up their minds as
to what constituted the common interest t Tm Princes
were keeping on open mind on the question but they ware

4ianxious to retain their autonomy *
-tsir fej Oahedur sapru appealed to their pariotic

* t

sentiments

.MO**
^ ,*//ft *3 ***raf* ‘£hm Sutler Goaalttee’A dicfcam paramount^ must

remain paranount was# If anything a complete negation 
of a. definition*

41* Indian Bound fable Conference# 12th $Zo»l92Q» 19th dune# 
1931# p*4*
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* I think tiie Indian princes are very inch as 
periotic as axqr one &£ m and 1 make an earliest 
appeal to them not to confine their vision merely 
to what is called 'one-third India** X ask them to 
say whether at any time in history# India was so 
usbitarily divided as it is now geographically#
British India and Indian states* X'say we are one 
India* Let them moVb forward with the vision of an 
Indian which will be axe single whole# each part of 
which taay be autonomy and may enjoy absolute Indepen
dence within Its own borders regulated by proper 
relations with the rest* X therefore# ask them to 
eesaeforth on this accession and 'say whether they are

42,prepared to join an All India yedermtioa** •

tihile Indian society is highly heterogeneous# Indian 
political system is xmai&abiy homogenous * Hence# India is 
known for her diversities because of the factors like caste# 
race# religion# geography etc* M$) assessment of the role 
played by these factors point that a federal sefemp was 
lodefpensable* Besides# history reveals that m Empire# 
however# aribltloas of establishing a united rule pointed to

42* Ibid*#p#5*
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the need q£ unification* All these forces have shaped 
Indian federalism# m a result of this# Indian federalism 
is a federal set up with unitary trends. Ana this can he
felt from the above mentioned factors- which have shaped

-the federal aet^which has its own unique features#

>Q«*Q«»Q'


